1 Lighting Fixture Schedule

1.1 The Lighting Fixture Schedule shall be shown on the project electrical drawings and include the following:

   1.1.1 Primary fixture specification (voltage, lamp type, number of lamps per fixture, color temperature, CRI, mounting method, etc.). For LED fixtures also include wattages and lumen output.

   1.1.2 Two (2) additional fixture models by other manufacturers deemed by the lighting designer to be “equal” to the primary fixture model and manufacturer.

   1.1.3 Manufacturer’s catalog number for all fixtures listed.

   1.1.4 When it is determined that there are less than two fixtures “equal” to the primary fixture listed there shall be an “allowance price” provided (on the schedule).

   1.1.5 The Fixture Schedule shall be included with the drawing schedules (not in the specifications only).

   1.1.6 Every effort shall be made to insure that the fixtures listed are represented by multiple lighting vendors.